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Lena Brazin
‘Time Loops’

3 Works for 3 Weeks
10th – 31st August 2021

Liminal Gallery is delighted to present ‘Time Loops’, an online solo exhibition by Lena Brazin 
featuring original works focussed on human emotion and experience. This exhibition forms 
part of an ongoing series taking place across the Liminal Gallery website and social media 
channels entitled 3 Works For 3 Weeks, which features a selection of 3 artworks for 3 
weeks, to encourage a slower and more comprehensive exploration of the works. 

Brazin’s figurative paintings explore the seen and the unseen with an attempt to materialise 
immateriality, to reflect the fullness of human existence. Specifically in this new body of 
work, Brazin explores notions of love and the wide ranging emotions which accompany this. 
The original pieces range from works on paper to paintings on board and they mark a new 
series for the artist, stripping back her bold palette for a softer and more layered approach
with considered and intuitive mark-making.

3 Works for 3 Weeks is an innovative take on the traditional solo exhibition, promoting slow 
looking and true engagement with the artist, the artworks and the concepts behind them. 

‘Time Loops’ will be a digital solo exhibition of 3 original artworks by Brazin, running for just 
3 weeks. A new artwork will be released each week, accompanied by text and detail 
images. The exhibition invites collectors to get intimate and build a personal connection 
with the artwork before purchase.

Each Tuesday at 10am throughout the duration of the exhibition, Liminal Gallery will release 
a new artwork onto the dedicated Viewing Room found on www.liminal-gallery.com.
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About

Lena Brazin (b.1985, Kosice, Slovakia) currently lives and works in London, UK. Largely self-
taught, Brazin graduated from the alternative studio-painting programme at Turps Art 
School in 2019 and her work has been included in numerous exhibitions including 
"Coincidental Encounters"(Solo) Four You Gallery, Dubai, UAE, 2021; "RA Summer Show 
2020" Royal Academy of Arts 2020, London; "Ancient Deities" Arusha Gallery 2020, 
Edinburgh; "FBA Futures 2020" Mall Galleries 2020, London; "Exceptional" graduate art 
award, Collyer Bristow Gallery 2020, London; "Turps Painters 2019" Turps Gallery 2019, 
London; "Artist of the Day" Flowers Gallery 2018, London; "Bow Open Show" at Nunnery 
Gallery 2018, London. Brazin has been shortlisted for multiple prizes including: FBA 
Futures, Exceptional Graduate Art Award, Jackson’s Painting Prize and Bow Arts Open. Her 
work is in the Soho House Collection as well as the hands of private collectors in France, 
Slovakia, Germany, UK, USA, Japan, Australia and New Zealand.  

Liminal Gallery specialises in the representation of emerging to mid-career contemporary 
artists working across the UK. With artists at their core, the gallery seeks to nurture and 
encourage emerging talent, fostering a diverse and collaborative community to provide an 
exciting programme of specially curated exhibitions across the country. 

Liminal Gallery operates on a nomadic basis with their physical programme closely 
supported by technology, encompassing innovative initiatives to widen the scope and 
access to their artists works, in order to wholly support their careers, aspirations and 
grand ideas.
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